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“How is TiVA Relevant to Inforum-type Models?” 

1. The mathematical question 
– Models include trade in terms of gross values 

– How would net VA flows be calculated, if desired 

2. The application question: 
– Is it important to measure trade in net VA terms? 

– Are international value chains “important enough” to try 
to represent them? 

– Meaning, “important” for typical purposes of Inforum 
models 

 



The Mathematical Question 

Koopman, Wang, & Wei, “Trading Value-Added and 
Double Counting in Gross Exports” (2014) 

– Decompose GV exports into net domestic, net foreign, and 
double-counted VA 

– Double-counting isn’t “bad”, when measured consistently 
it can help to gauge depth and pattern of country 
participation in global production chains 

– How to build an ICIO model 



OECD Intercountry Input-output Table 

This is a screenshot of intermediate transactions among AUS, AUT, and BEL in the  OECD 
ICIO for 2011.  The yellow submatrices are domestic intermediate transactions; domestic 
final demand is off to the right; one VA row. 
 
• As written, the national source of imported intermediates is an aspect of the technical A 

matrix…of the “recipe”....Yes? 
• Instead, could easily make  Armington if data are rearranged 

• VBY = Ṽ 2108x2108diag . B2108x2108 . Y 2108x353 



Formulas for Some TiVA Measures (2-Country) 

• OECD publishes many TiVA measures for ICIO countries 

• Domestic VA exports: 

     VT12 = V1 . B11 . Y12 + V1 . B12 . Y22 

• Vertical specialization: an indicator of foreign VA in domestic 
gross exports, includes some double counting: 

     VS12 = V2 . B21 . Y12    

          +   V2 . B21 . A12 . Inv(I-A22) . Y22 

           + V2 . B21 . A12 . Inv(I-A22) . TotalExport21 

FOREIGN 

Home 
(3rd term 
Illustrated): 



Metrics of Vertical Specialization 

• While the intuition of “greater” participation, “placement” in 
a chain, etc seems clear, a number of different metrics for VS 
have been proposed 

• E.g., Kwon & Ryou, “GVC of East Asia” (AsianEcJnl 2015) 
worked with 2 partly-correlated metrics: 
a. Their VSI focused on export of intermediate goods, implying more participation 
in GVC, 

b. And their VAX focused on the share of own VA in exporting – a lower share 
implies greater use of imported intermediates 

 

• Interpretation of such metrics can be challenging as business 
cycle or other circumstances can have influence 



Two theoretical approaches (Johnson 2014) 

1. Write down the model entirely in value-
added terms, ignoring intermediates trade 

2. Write down the model in gross terms.  Use 
ICIO data to parameterize cross-sector and 
cross-country inputs -- an open economy 
analog to closed economy models 

How to Add ICIO & TiVA to Existing Model 



2011 
R Johnson, JEP, 
2014 



Applications of TiVA-Based Measures 

• Descriptive 

– Bilateral trade 

– Participation in international production chains 

– Comparative advantage 

• Current issues 

– Trade/GDP elasticity 

– Free trade agreements 

– Value chains in trade, and growth 

 



VA Exports 
Table[GetVI[i] . GetBIJ[i,i] . GetFIJ[i,j]   +   GetVI[i] . GetBIJ[i,j] . GetFIJ[j,j],  {i,Asia},{j,Asia}] 

2011 $MM, from OECD 2011 



Bilateral Balance of Total VA Exports 

2011 $MM, from OECD 2011 

Column country export – row country export 



Example of Detailed Bilateral VA Exports 



CHN’s Detailed Bilateral VA Trade 

Sectors in Reverse Order, i.e. C95 on Top 

… same sector correlation? 



Same-sector Trade:  
Correlation of CHN Bilateral Exports and Imports of VA 

Below, all but HKG and KHM have significant positive statistics… 
“Imports Make Exports” 



Participation in Global Value Chains 

“VAX”, the ratio of gross value exports to domestic VA in exports, relies on the extent 
of back and forth and double--counting, to imply value chains.  These data relate to 
exports to the world.  Kwon & Ryou compute a similar ratio for bilateral trade. 

In order of ratio of gv to VA: 

GV in excess of domestic VA is partly foreign VA, partly double-counting. 
Note: the rank of JPN reflects its generally large DOMESTIC  VA coefficients in 2011 



Related Indicator: VA Exports Leaving E Asia 
… one can group the countries and treat E Asia as a bloc… 



Analysis of a Country’s Position in GVC 

Another example of applying TiVA is Escaith, “Case 
Study: NAFTA and the Evolution of Mexico’s 
Competitive Advantages…,” 2017 

– Upstream vs downstream GVC positioning of Mexico in 
various sectors 

– Trends in share of Mexico VA in meeting US final demand 

– Trade costs, currency revaluation, and NAFTA 

 



GVC and Income Shares 

• In most cases where GVC are introduced, there is a strong 
shift towards VA by capital and high-skilled labor, and away 
from less-skilled labor.  

• GVC’s may facilitate specialization in advanced nations, 
specializing in activities carried out by high-skilled workers….  

• Yet, as participants in GVCs, emerging economies also 
specialize in capital-intensive activities (perhaps contrary to 
the H-O theory); the capital share in their VA is rising too, not 
share of unskilled labor. 

 

Timmer 2014 JEP 



Comparative Advantage 

• Revealed comparative advantage (RCA) in terms of domestic VA in 
Exports (same as earlier) 
– Relatively large VA export of a sector implies a relative VA “price” 

advantage … where there’s smoke, there’s fire 
– Can have quirky results 

• Ratio of two ratios, numerator is ratio(s) for the country and 
denominator for the reference set (e.g., world) 

• Example: Numerator of JPN (#18)...  a vector of 34 sector ratios of VA 
export to sum of JPN VA exports 

 



Example: RCA for JPN sectors 
RC Advantage when Ratio > 1 



RCA for E Asia, by Income Group 

From OECD OCIO 2011 



RCA: Case of IDN 

Arrow indicates 7 resource sectors 

Q:Is resources emphasis in IDN the future that must be, or that might be 
(Dickens)? 



Growth Accounting 

• When GVCs are taken into consideration, the relative 
contribution of consumption, investment and net exports to 
economic growth are resized according to their net domestic 
VA. 

• While counter-cyclical policies may favor public consumption 
because of its higher GDP multiplier (due to lower direct 
import content), the additional demand eventually “filters-
out” to other countries thanks to the indirect imports 
required. 

• Even if the world Trade-GDP ratio stops increasing, it will likely 
do so at levels higher than today’s.  

 
H Escaith, “Aggregate Demand, Vertical Specialization, and Growth Accounting”, Oct 2016 

Johnson in JEP 2014: Value-Added Exports and Implications for Macroeconomics 

 

 

 



Role of GVCs in Recent Trade “Slowdown” 

The Global Trade Slowdown (Hoekman ed, 2015 CEPR) is a whole book 
about whether GVC’s aren’t becoming more pervasive as much as 
before the recession, and whether this is retarding trade growth… 

Irwin p25 

Lower trade-
production (also 
trade-GDP) elasticity 


